New Library Computer Cluster is Gift From Students to Students

A partnership of the Associated Students of New Mexico State University (ASNMSU), NMSU Information & Communication Technologies (ICT) and the New Mexico State University Library has brought a cluster of ten new computers to Zuhl Library. ASNMSU and ICT provided funding and the Library provided the space for the new computers. The Zuhl Library ASNMSU/ICT Cluster is located in the southeast corner of the first floor of Zuhl Library. Computers in the cluster are available all hours the Library is open.

Because the computers require an NMSU login, use is restricted to students and other members of the NMSU community. The computers are configured in the same way as other computers in clusters. Users have access to their networked My Documents directory, which means that they can store documents on one computer in a cluster and access them from another computer in that cluster or another campus cluster. A printer is available in the Zuhl Library ASNMSU/ICT Cluster area which uses the same copy card as other printers and copy machines in the Library.

The University Library sincerely appreciates the contributions of ASNMSU and ICT in making these computers available in the Zuhl Library. For Library hours, call (505) 646-4749.